Abstract. The structure of «-limit sets for nonturbulent functions is studied, and various characterizations for turbulent and chaotic functions are obtained. In particular, it is proved that a continuous function mapping a compact interval into itself is turbulent if and only if there exists an «-limit set which is a unilaterally convergent sequence
INTRODUCTION
Using a concept of turbulent function as introduced in [BC] (and elaborated in [C] ), we show that a study of the structure and existence of certain types of «-limit sets can be used to obtain characterizations of these functions. In particular, it is seen that for nonturbulent functions the location and number of fixed points in any «-limit set is restricted. Further, it is shown that for nonturbulent functions there must be a balance, in a certain strict sense, between the up and down points in every «-limit set. This balance is based on the structure of the ath derived sets of the «-limit set. Our results are immediately extendable to chaotic functions, and as one corollary (see Theorem 17) we obtain a result of Sarkovskii [SI] or [S2] . In addition it should be noted that Bruckner et al. [ABCP] have taken an alternate approach to the study of «-limit sets. Namely, given a set A c [a, b] , when is there a continuous map /: [a, b] -> [a, b] and an x e [a, b] such that co(x, f) = A! In the next section we include the definitions and statements of known results. The purpose is to make this paper readily accessible to the reader who has studied an introduction to the field such as [D] or [C] .
In §3 we establish conditions which are shown to be sufficient for a function to be turbulent. Necessary conditions for a function to be nonturbulent are also discussed. In particular, the balance between the up and down points of such functions in every «-limit set is established in this section. Then various sufficient conditions for a function to be chaotic are considered in §4. Of interest is the fact that the existence of a countably infinite «-limit set is such a sufficient condition.
Finally, in §5, we examine a natural extension of the technique of symbolic dynamics, as presented in [C, D] for strictly turbulent functions. Using the results obtained from this extension, it is shown that even the most restrictive sufficient conditions obtained in the previous sections are also necessary conditions. In particular, we obtain characterizations of turbulence such as the following:
A continuous function from a compact interval into itself is turbulent if and only if there exists an «-limit set which is a unilaterally convergent sequence.
At the end of the paper we augment the results discussed above by showing that any possible «-limit set behavior is realized by some continuous function in the case that the «-limit set is a convergent sequence.
Definitions, notations, and preliminary known results
Most of the terminology and notation used herein can also be found in [C] . However, since this reference may not be widely available, we have included alternate consistent references when possible. Further, although we restrict our attention to functions on a compact interval, many of the ideas are applicable to mappings on more general spaces and, as such, equivalent definitions can be found in standard texts such as [S] .
For each natural number n we let /" denote the nth iterate of /. It is standard to think of / as the identity function. For a fixed x e I we denote the trajectory of f at x by y(x, /) = {f(x): » = 0,1,2,...}. Sometimes we will view y(x, f) as a set of points and sometimes as a sequence; however, the context will always indicate which is meant. In the case where y(x, f) has a finite range, x is said to be an eventually periodic point. In particular, if there is a natural number k such that / (x) = x, then / is said to be periodic at x, and if k is the least natural number such that / (x) = x, then x is called a periodic point with period k . The set of all periodic points for / is denoted by P(f) ■ In the special case where k = 1 , i.e., when f(x) = x, x is called a fixed point of f, and we let F(f) denote the set of all fixed points of /. The omega limit set of f at x is denoted by «(x, /) and is the set of all numbers y for which there exists a sequence {f"k(x)} such that as k -► oc we have nk -► oc and f"k(x) -> y. A nonempty set A c I is called invariant if f(A) c A and strongly invariant if f(A) = A . A nonempty invariant closed set is called minimal if it contains no proper invariant closed subset.
Following [C] , a point x e I is called an up point for the function / provided f(x) > x . The collection of all up points for / is denoted by U(f). Similarly, D(f) will denote the set of down points for /, i.e., the set of points x for which f{x) < x.
A continuous function /:/-►/ is said to be turbulent if there exist closed subintervals J and K of I such that J and K have at most one point in common and JuKcf(J)nf(K).
If J and K can be disjoint, then / is called strictly turbulent. The function / is called chaotic if there exists a natural number n for which f" is turbulent. This definition of turbulence seems to have first appeared in [BC] . Many of the results of [BC] appear in [C] , also.
If S and T are subsets of the real line R , we let S\T denote the intersection o _ of S with the complement of T, S denote the interior of S, S denote the closure of S, and D(S) denote the derived set of S. For each natural number n we let Dn(S) = D (D"~l(S) ), where we identify D°(S) with S. The set Dn(S) is called the Azth derived set of S. More generally, if a is any countable ordinal, the ath derived set of S is defined as Da(S) = D(Da~l(S)) if a is an isolated ordinal and as Da(S) = Ç\p<aD (S) if a is a limit ordinal. Now we are in position to list some known results which will be used later either explicitly or implicitly. Throughout, / will be a continuous function mapping a compact interval / to itself.
Kl (cf. [BC or C] ). The function / is turbulent if and only if there exist points a, b, c e I such that f(a) = f(b) = a and f(c) = b, and, in addition, either a < c < b, and (1) f(x)>a forxe(a,b), and x < f(x) < b for x 6 (a, c), or the same with all the inequalities in ( 1 ) reversed. K2 (cf. [BC or C] ). If / is turbulent, then / has periodic points of all periods.
K3 (cf. [C])
. If x e I and «(x, /) is finite, then «(x, /) is the orbit of a periodic point. and if y(x, f) contains a fixed point z, then sup(U(f) n y(x, f)) < z < inf (D(f) ny(x,f)). K10 (cf. [C] ). Suppose that / is nonturbulent and let c e I and n > 1. If f(c) < c < f(c), then f(x) > x for every x e [f(c), c].
If f(c) <c<f(c), then f(x) < x for every xe[c, f"(c)].
Kll (cf.
[C]). For every natural number n and for any x e I, «(X , f) = (J co(f'(x), f) = U f(co(x, f )). i=\ i=\ K12 (cf. [BC or C] ). For each natural number n let Pn denote the set of continuous functions / which have a periodic point of period n , and let Tn denote the set of all continuous / such that /" is turbulent. Then
and Tn = Pn provided n is not a power of 2. Further, each of the inclusions above is strict.
Sufficient conditions for a function to be turbulent
First we prove a simple result which holds for any continuous function.
Lemma 1. Let f:I -* I be continuous and x0 e I.
(1) If x0<f(x0), then sup{f(u): u e U(f) n y(xQ, f)} > sup(D(f) n y(x0, /)).
(2) // f(x0) < x0, then
Proof. We need only prove (1). Let d e D(f)f~)y(x0, f). Then there is a k > 1 such that d = f (x0), and in the sequence {x0, f(x0), f (x0), ... , f (x0)} , there is a last up point fJ(x0), j < k . We then have f(fj(x0)) = fj+i(x0) > fJ+2(x0) >fk(x0) = d, and the result follows.
This lemma is now used to prove the following result, which extends the second part of K9 (see §2). Our focus will be on the condition that «(x0, /) contains a fixed point of /. For an extension of the first part of K9, see Proposition 5.
Theorem 2. Let f:I -> I be continuous and nonturbulent. If x0 e I and oe(x0, f) contains a fixed point z, then Proof. Let a = sup(y(x0, /) n U(f)) and b = inf(y(x0, /) n D(f)). Then by K9 a < b. We wish to show that z 6 [a, b] . Suppose to the contrary that z $ [a, b] . Then either z < a or z > b, and we suppose that z < a. There exists a ; > 0 such that z < fJ(xQ) < fJ+l(x0). If k > j and fk(x0) < z, then by K10, we have [/ (x0), fJ(x0)] c U(f), which is impossible because z e [fk(x0), f(x0)] with z = /(z). Hence the set {k: k > 0 and /^(x0) < z} is finite. Let x¡ = /;(x0). Then, z 6 «(Xj, /) and z < /"(x,) for all n > 0. As z e «(x¡, /), there exists a sequence {az^.} such that f"k(xx) j z and /" <(*i) < *i for all k > 1. Since /"*(*,) Izandz<x,= /;'(x0) < /J+1(x0), we conclude from K10 that (z,fJ(xQ)] c £/(/). In particular, /"*(*,) e t/(/) for all it. As /"^»(jc,) < /"*(*,), we cannot have f"k+n(xx) > fk(xx) for all n > 1. Thus there exists a smallest lk > 1 such that fk+'k(xx) < f"k(xx),
so that f"k+k~i(xx) e D(f) for each k. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that {f"k+ k~ (x,)} converges to some number bx. Then bx > b > a > z , and f(bx) = limk^oofnk+'k(xx) = z . As /"^"'(x,) e D(f), it follows that bx < sup(y(xx, f) n D(f)), so that by Lemma 1, there exists y e y(x,, f) n t/(/) c [z, bx] with /(y) > bt. We now have f(z) = z, /(èj) = z, and /(y) > bx for some y 6 [z, èj , from which it follows that / is turbulent. This contradiction completes the proof.
In the following theorem we consider the situation where «(x0, /) contains a fixed point z and x0 is not eventually fixed by /. If x0 is eventually fixed by /, then both y(xQ, f) n U(f) and y(x0, /) n D(f) are finite, «(x0, /) = {z} and both of the inequalities in Theorem 2 are strict or vacuous. Note also that conclusion (3) below is of particular importance when the «-limit set is infinite.
Theorem 3. Suppose f:I -* I is continuous and nonturbulent, x0 e I, x0 is not eventually fixed, and co(xQ,f) contains a fixed point z. Then
(1) if y(x0, f) n U(f) is finite, then «(x0, /) = {z} and
(2) if y(x0, f)DD(f) is finite, then «(x0, /) = {z} and sup(y(xQ, f) n U(f)) = z < inf(y(x0, f) n D(f)) ; (3) otherwise sup(y(x0, /) n £/(/)) = z = inf(7(x0, /) n D(f)).
Proof. Because x0 is not eventually fixed by / and «(x0, /) has a fixed point z, it follows that y(x0, f) n U(f) is infinite or y(x0, f) n D(f) is infinite.
From this it is easy to establish cases (1) and (2).
In case (3) both y(xQ, f) n U(f) and y(x0 , f) n D(f) are infinite and since z e «(x0, f), z is a limit point of one of these sets. We assume there is a sequence {nk} such that f"k(x0) e U(f) for each nk and {/"*(x0)} converges to z. From Theorem 2 it follows that sup(y(x0, /) n U(f)) < z and as y(xQ, f) n D(f) is infinite, we may further assume that for each nk , f(f"k(x0))eD(f)
But then by the continuity of /, {f"k+1(x0)} also converges to z . A second application of Theorem 2 now completes the proof.
Corollary 4. If f:I -> I is continous and x0 e I, with «(x0, /) containing at least two fixed points of f, then f is turbulent.
Not surprisingly the relationship between U(f) and D(f) in the set y(x0, f) in K9 can be extended to the «-limit set, as well. That is the purpose of the next two propositions.
Proposition 5. Let f:I -► / be continuous and nonturbulent. Then
Proof. If x 6 D(f) n «(x0, /), then there is a sequence {nk} such that {f"k(x0)} converges to x. Since f(x) < x, it follows that for sufficiently large nk , f"k+\x0) < f "(x0). Hence, x is the limit of down points of the trajectory of x0. The analogous statement is true for up points and so the conclusion now follows from K9. Proposition 6. Let f:I -> / be continuous and nonturbulent, x0 e I, and let
Then f(x) > x for all x e J, and f(x) < x for all x e K.
Proof. We prove this result by contradiction and assume there is a fixed point x of / and two points ux and u2 in U(f) n «(x0, /) with ux < x < u2. As in the proof of Proposition 5, there is an integer j such that fJ(x0) e U(f) and fj(x0) > x . Since ux e «(x0, /), there exists a k > j such that / (x0) < x . The result is now an immediate consequence of K10.
The previous results lead us to our first main result.
Theorem 7. Let f:I -* I be continuous, and suppose that there exists a point x0 e I such that (i) «(x0, /) is infinite,
(ii) oe(x0, f) contains a fixed point z, (iii) there is an e > 0 such that either (z, z + e) n «(x0, /) or (z -e, z) n «(x0 , /) is empty.
Then f is turbulent.
Proof. First note that since «(x0, /) is infinite, z cannot be an isolated point of «(xQ, /) by K7. By (iii) we may assume without loss of generality that z is a right isolated point of «(x0, /). Then there exists a sequence {yn} c «(x0, /) such that yn -> z and yn< z , for every n . Hence there exists a subsequence f"k(xQ) such that for every k , f"k(x0) < z and f"k(x0) -> z.
Assume that / is nonturbulent. Then by Theorem 2 we know that every term of y(x0, f) less than z is an up point of / and every term of y(xQ, /) greater than z is a down point of /.
Using the continuity of / and the fact that f(z) = z, there is a ôx > 0, such that Sx < z -min{t: t e «(x0, f)} and if z -Sx <y < z , then f(y) < z + e/2. Further, there is a ô2 with 0 < 62 < 6X such that if z < y < z + 82, then f(y) >z-ôx.
Let n be any integer such that z -5X < f"(x0) < z . Then fn(x0) is an up point and hence z -Sx < fn(x0) < fn+ (x0). Since «(x0) ^ {z}, there is a first ; > 0 such that f"+J(x0) > z > f"+J~l(x0) > ■■■> z -ôx. Further, since z -ôx < fn+J~\x0) < z, we have z < fn+j(xQ) < z + e/2. This establishes that the set A = {mk:fmk(x0) e (z, z + e/2)} is an infinite set and since «(x0, /) n (z, z + e) is empty, we must have /m*(x0) -» z .
Let M be chosen such that, if am > M and m e A, then z < fm(x0) < z + S2. Now let B = {n: z -5X < f"(xQ) < z} . We know from the above that B is also an infinite set. Let n e B with n > M. We claim that for every j > 1,
from which it will follow that «(x0, f) c[z -ôx, z + ô2], contrary to the definition of J, . Hence the proof of this theorem will be complete if we establish inequality (*). We prove (*) via mathematical induction. It is certainly true that z -ôx < f(x0) < f+\x0) < z + e/2 and either fn+l(x0) < z or z < /"+1(x0) < z+e/2. In the first case (*) is obviously true, and in the second case az-i-1 > M, so n + 1 e A and z < /"+ (x0) < z + 62. (Note we cannot have f"(x0) = z.) This completes the proof when j = 1. Assume that (*) holds for j = k . We then have z-Sx< fn+ (x0) t¿ z < z + S2
so that either z -Sx < fn+k(x0) < z, or z < f"+k(x0) < z + ô2. In the first case, the argument above for j = 1 applies. In the second case, /"+ (x0) is a down point of / and hence t rn+k + \, , rn+k , . , c z-Sx<f (x0) < / (x0) < z + ô2, completing the induction. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.
Before proceeding we should remark that in light of K3 in §2 statements (i) and (ii) of Theorem 7 can be replaced by: «(x0, /) contains a fixed point and at least one other point.
Corollary 8. Let f:I -> I be continuous and nonturbulent and let x0 e I be such that «(x0, /) contains a fixed point z amd «(x0, f) ^ {z} . Then
In order to fully utilize Theorem 7, we need to establish sufficient conditions for an «-limit set to contain a fixed point. This is done in Lemma 9 below. For convenience, a closed set which has only one accumulation point is called a convergent sequence, and if that sole accumulation point is one-sided, we call the sequence unilaterally convergent.
Lemma 9. Let f:I -* I be continuous and x0 e I be such that «(x0, /) is infinite. Suppose that either
(1) «(x0, /) is a convergent sequence, or (2) one of co(x0, f) n D(f) and «(x0, /) n U(f) is finite.
Then «(x0, /) contains a fixed point of f.
Proof. Case (1): Let z be the accumulation point of «(x0, /). Then any y e «(x0, /), y ^ z, is an isolated point of «(x0, /), and hence, by K7, any such y cannot be a periodic point. It follows that y(y, f) converges to z, and hence z is a fixed point.
Case (2). The conclusion is obvious if both «(x0, f)r\D(f) and «(x0, /)n U(f) are finite. Therefore we need only consider the case where «(x0, /) n D(f) is finite and «(x0, f)riU(f) is infinite. We will give a proof based on the inverse trajectory of a point. Let yx e «(x0, /). Since «(x0, /) is a strongly invariant set, for each natural number n we can choose a point yn+x e «(x0, f) such that f(yn+x) = yn. Note that if yn is a fixed point for any n , the result follows immediately. It is clear that any down point in «(x0, /) must be an isolated point of «(x0, /) and hence by K7 no such point can be a periodic point of /. Hence we may assume that there is an integer N such that we have yn e U(f) for all n > N. Consequently, yn+x < yn for all n > N. Thus, there is a point z e «(x0, /) such that z = limyn and it is easy to see that z must be a fixed point.
As a direct consequence of Theorem 7 and Lemma 9 we have the following results.
Corollary 10. Let f:I -> / be continuous. Suppose that there exists a point x0 e I such that «(x0, /) is a unilaterally convergent sequence. Then f is turbulent.
The case where «(x0, /) is merely a convergent sequence will be considered in Corollary 15.
Corollary 11. Let f:I -► / be continuous. Suppose that there exists a point xQ e / suchthat «(x0, /) is infinite and one of «(x0, f)nD(f) and «(x0, f)nU (f) is finite. Then f is turbulent.
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The above results point out that for a nonturbulent function / there must be a certain balance between the up and down points of / in every «-limit set. The sense of this balance is made precise in the following result.
Theorem 12. Let /:/-►/ be continuous and nonturbulent. Then for each x e I and for each countable ordinal a > 0, Da(co(x0, f) n D(f)) = 0 if and only if Da(co(x0, f) n [/(/)) = 0.
The proof of the theorem depends on the following lemma, which we prove first.
Lemma 13. Let f:I -* I be continuous and let x0 e I. Then Da(oe(x0, /)) c f(Da(co(x0, /))) for every countable ordinal a.
Proof. The case a = 0 is a consequence of K4. Let a > 0 and suppose that the lemma is true for all ordinals ß < a, and let x 6 Da(co(x0, /)). Let {ßn} be an increasing sequence of ordinals converging to a if a is a limit ordinal, and ßn = a -1 for every n if a is a nonlimit ordinal. As x e Da(co(x0, f)), for each n there is an xn e D "(«(x0, /)) within 1/az of x . By the induction assumption, there is a yn e z/n(«(x0, /)) such that f(yn) = xn , and extracting a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that the sequence {yn} converges to y. As {ßn} is increasing, y e f)Zi D"'+\co(xq, f)) = Da(co(x0, f)). By continuity it follows that f(y) = x , and this completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 12. The case when a = 0 is a consequence of Corollary 11. Proceeding inductively, we assume that the theorem is true for all ß < a, and initially consider the case where a is a limit ordinal. As / is nonturbulent, «(x0, /) contains at most one fixed point of /, and this fixed point, if extant, is the sup(«(x0, /) n U(f)). Consequently, if u = mf(Da(oe(xQ,f)nU(f))), then u is a minimum and is an element of Da(co(x0 , /) n U(f)) n U(f). But, u e f(D"(co(x0,f))) andas Da(oe(x0, f)) coincides with Da(co(x0, f)nU(f)) with the possible exception of at most one fixed point, this is impossible.
If a is an isolated ordinal, then without loss of generality we may assume that Dn~l(co(x0, f)nD(f)) is finite while D"~\co(xQ, f)ilU(f)) is infinite. If
Da(co(x0, f) n U(f)) contains more than one point, then there is a point xx € Da(co(x0, /)) which is mapped by / to the least element of Da(«(x0, /)). However this implies that x, is either in Z)Q(«(x0, /) n £/(/)) and is a down point of / or a fixed point of /. As D"(co(xG, f)) contains no down point, both options are impossible. Hence, we may assume that Da(co(x0, f) n U(f)) consists of exactly one point, z . As f(D'\to(x0,f)))DDn(to(x0,f)) and «(x0, /) has at most one fixed point, it follows that z is fixed by /. Therefore, we can conclude that D"-1 («(x0, /)) = {an:n = 1, 2, ...} U {z} u {bn:n = 1, 2, ... , k}, where {an} is an increasing sequence of up points converging to z, z is a fixed point, and each bn is a down point of /. We consider the bn to be ordered so that f(bx) = ax, f(b¡) e {an} for / = 1, 2,..., k* < k, and f(b¡) {i {an} for i > k*. There exists a first index nx such that f"](ax) â n j, because if fn(ax) ^ an+x for every n, then /~ (b*) = 0, where b* = max{bx ,b2, ... , bk} . Now, V * /(K:«=l>2,...}) = {M),/K),/2K),...,r'-1(a1)}.
As {an} c t/(/), aM +1 £ /({«"}), and as a consequence, there is an i2 e {1,2,..., k*} such that f(b¡) = an ,. An argument analogous to that above shows that there is a first index az2 such that f"2(an +x) ^ an +n +, . Again,
and as {an} c £/(/), there is an i3 £ {1,2,... , k*} such that f(bi ) = an +n +i • Continuing inductively, we obtain a point a* = an , such that a* \t f({an}), and also that a* ^ f(b¡) for i -1, 2, ... , k*. However,
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 12.
Sufficient conditions for a function to be chaotic
In §3 we found several conditions which are sufficient to prove turbulence, and in §5 we verify that these are also necessary. In this section we use the results of §3 to develop conditions sufficient to prove a given function is chaotic. Theorem 14. Let f:I -> / be continuous, and suppose that there exists a point x0 e I such that (i) «(x0, /) is infinite, and (ii) «(x0, /) contains a fixed point z .
Proof. For convenience, we let / = [0, 1]. Let z be a fixed point in «(x0, /), and suppose that the function / is nonturbulent. Then / is also nonturbulent. As «(x0, f) contains points other than z, the terms of y(x0, /) are all distinct, and it follows from Theorem 2 that both [0, z] n y(x0, f) c U(f) and [z, 1] n y(xQ, f) c D(f). As «(x0, /) is infinite, one of the sets [0, z] n «(x0, /) or [z, 1] n «(x0, /) must contain at least two points. Suppose yx, y2 e «(x0, /) with yx < y2 < z. Then there exists an integer n > 0 such that yx < fn(x0) < fn+ (x0). Then there exists k > n + 1 such that / (x0) < f"{x0) (and / (x0) < / +1(x0)). Therefore, by Theoremconclude that f2m(f(x0)) e U(f) and f2m (fn+l (x0)) e D(f) for all m > 0, and hence both y(f"(x0), f2) C [0, z) and y(/"+1(x0), f2) c (z, 1]. Applying K11, we obtain z e «(x0, f) = co(f"(x0), f2) U co(f"+l(xQ), f2) = co(fn(x0),f2)öf(co(fn(x0),f2)).
Hence, both «(/"(x0), / ) and co(fn+ (x0), / ) are infinite, and either z e w(fn{x0), f2) or z e co(fn+l(x0), f2). Suppose z e co(fn(x0), f2). As z is a fixed point of / , it follows from Theorem 2 that y(f"(xQ), f ) n D(f ) c [z, 1] . However, y(f"(x0), f2) c [0, z), so that co(f (x0), f2) n D(f2) is finite. Hence by Corollary 11,/ is turbulent. This contradiction completes the proof.
As a consequence of Theorem 14 and Lemma 9, we have the following result.
Corollary 15. Let f:I -» / be continuous. If there exists a point x0 e I such that «(x0, /) is a convergent sequence, then f is turbulent.
In §5, we prove the converse of Corollary 15 (see Theorem 24). Hence by the stratification result K12, there is a function / such that / "~ is nonturbulent for all positive integers n , but for which there is an x0 where «(x0, /) is a convergent sequence. Indeed, such examples are not hard to construct. Thus the conclusions of the above two results are the best possible in the sense of the stratification result K12.
It is useful to combine Theorems 7 and 14 in a concise fashion which describes the role of periodic points in «-limit sets. In fact, taking K3 and K12 into account, we have the following result. Summary Theorem 16. Let f:I -» / be continuous, and x0 e I be such that «(x0, /) contains a periodic point z of f of period n. Then one of the following must hold: (a) «(x0,/) = {z,/(z),...,/"-1(z)};
(b) «(x0, /) w infinite and f2n is turbulent. Moreover, fn is turbulent if some element of the orbit {z, f(z), ... , f"~ (z)} is a one-sided accumulation point of the set oe(f'(x0), f") for some i.
Theorem 17. Let f:I -► I be continuous, and let xQ e I be such that one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) «(x0, /) is infinite and contains a periodic point; (2) «(x0, /) contains two periodic orbits; (3) «(x0, /) contains a periodic point of period not equal to a power of 2; (4) «(x0, /) is countably infinite.
Then f is chaotic.
Proof. Cases (1) and (2) are consequences of Summary Theorem 16, and case (3) follows from K12. Suppose that (4) holds. By K4 and K5, «(x0, /) contains a minimal subset M. Either M is finite or M is perfect by K8. Yet every perfect set is uncountable. It follows that M must be finite, and thus is a periodic orbit. The result follows from case (1).
The following theorem is again presented to make the previous results concise. Type 2°° means / possesses periodic orbits of period 2" for n -0,1,2,3,..., and no other periods.
Summary Theorem 18. Let f:I -> I be continuous, and let x0 e I be such that «(x0, /) is infinite. Then exactly one of the following holds true: (a) / is chaotic.
(b) / is of type 2°° and co(x0, f) is uncountably infinite without any periodic points. Proof. Suppose that / is neither chaotic nor of type 2°° . Then there is an M > 0 such that for every x e P(f) the period of x does not exceed 2M. Hence, P(f) is closed. By hypothesis, «(x0, /) n P(f) is empty. By [C, Chapter IV, Lemma 7] , if J is any interval disjoint from P(f), then «(x0, /) has at most one point in J . This implies that «(x0, /) is countably infinite, and hence / is chaotic, which is a contradiction.
We remark that part ( 1 ) of Theorem 17 and part (b) of Summary Theorem 18 were considered by Sarkovskii in [SI] .
The identity «(x0, /) = «(x0, / ) u /(«(x0, / )) was used in the proof of Theorem 14 to establish that / is turbulent. Also, if «(x0, /) contains a fixed point, then that point is in the intersection of «(x0, / ) and /(«(x0, / )). Surprisingly, the intersection of these two sets can be useful in determining when an odd iterate of / is turbulent. Theorem 19. Let f:I -> I be continuous, and let x0 e I besuch that co(x0, f2) n /(«(x0, / )) contains at least two points. Then f has a periodic point of odd period q > 1 and hence f is turbulent.
Proof. For simplicity we assume that / = [0, 1 ]. Suppose that A = «(x0, / )n /(«(x0, f2)) D {a,b}. If «(x0 ,f) = {a,b}, then f(a) = b and f(b) = a, implying that «(x0, / ) n/(«(x0, / )) is empty. Hence «(x0, /) contains at least three points. If / is turbulent, then / has cycles of every odd length. Thus we may assume / is nonturbulent. As A C co(x0, f) and / is nonturbulent, A contains at most one fixed point. As A has at least two points, is strongly invariant under /, and is closed, it is easy to see that A contains points from both U(f) and D(f). Suppose ae An U(f), b e A n D(f), and c e co(xQ, f)\{a, b). We consider three cases, depending on the relative positions of these points.
Case 1. Suppose a < b < c. Let X and Y be disjoint intervals containing b and c respectively such that X c D(f).
There exist an even integer n and an odd integer m such that both fn(x0) and fm(x0) belong to X. As c e «(x0, /), there is an integer j > max{Az, aaz} such that fJ(x0) e Y. Then both (1) f"+\x0Xf(x0)<fj (x0) and (2) fm+\x0)<fm(x0)<fJ(x0).
Either j -n or j -m is odd and we assume the latter. Setting x, = fm(x0),
(2) becomes f(xx)<xx <fJ~m(xx). It now follows from [C, Chapter II, Theorem 1] (cf. also Theorem A in [BC] ) that / contains a j -m cycle.
Case 2. Suppose c < a < b. This case reduces to Case 1, by considering g(x) = f(\ -x) as we have assumed that / = [0, 1].
Case 3. Suppose a < c < b . Let X, Y, and Z be pairwise disjoint intervals containing a, c, and b respectively such that f(X) c U(f) and f(Z) c D(f). Let xx = fJ(x0) e Y. Then either Xj e U(f) or xx e D(f) and we suppose the former. Let n > j be odd and m > j be even such that both f"(x0) and fm(x0) are in X. One of n -j or m -j is odd and we suppose the latter. Then fm~}(xx) < xx < f(xx) and, as in Case 1, it follows that / has an m-j cycle. Thus, the proof is complete.
Necessary conditions and symbolic dynamics
To obtain some necessary conditions for a function to be turbulent, we wish to present a scheme of symbolic dynamics that can be applied to turbulent functions. This scheme can be viewed as a modification of the one presented in [C, Chapter II] for strictly turbulent functions. Our scheme will require the following characterization of turbulent functions which is slightly different from Kl. For convenience, we will let / denote the unit interval [0, 1].
Let g:I -> / be turbulent. Then, upon setting f(x) -g(x) or f(x) = 1 -g(\ -x), we will have the existence (cf. Kl) of four points a, b, c, c* such that a < c < c* < b and
and a i f((c*,b)).
Now we begin to specify the notation needed. Let Xn denote the set of all Ai-long sequences of 0 's and l's and let I denote the set of all sequences of 0's and l's. If a e Z, we denote the restriction of a to the first n coordinates by a\n. If a e I (or I.k), we define the shift mapping a by a(a(n)) = a(n + 1) for Ai = 1,2,...
(or n = \ ,2, ... , k -\). Note that a maps I to I and lk to Ljt_,. Inductively we shall associate a closed subinterval of [a, b] with each finite sequence a e f|^l0 £" in such a way that if m < n and ß e Z, the interval associated with ß\n is contained in the interval associated with ß\ (a, b) . These properties of descendant intervals will be maintained throughout the construction. Now suppose that for k = 0, 1, ... , n-1, J, 0 and J, , have been defined in such a way that:
(1) For each a e X and each k = 0, 1, ... , n -1, J, 0 and J, , are closed, nonoverlapping, and share exactly one endpoint with J, ;
(2) J , n U J i . C / i for a e X and k = 0, I, ... , n -I; s i a\k0 a\k\ a\k (3) f(Ja]k) = Ja(alk) and f(Ja]k) = Ja{alk) for a € X and k = 1, 2,..., n.
For every a e X we must define J, in such a way as to satisfy (1), (2) for k = n and (3) for k = n + 1 . Let a e X. Then f(J, ) = J,, , and both /, , ,n and J", ¡ u are contained in J. , ,. As a first case, sup-
ose that c*(az + 1) = 0, and denote J, by [A, 5] and J.. , by [^4*, B*].
From (1) /. In addition, f(Ia) c Ia and so the limit point of this sequence converges to a fixed point of /. As there is but one fixed point of f in J0, the result follows. If /jq were a nondegenerate interval, then Jx would contain a nondegenerate interval which maps to a. However, b is the sole point in Jx mapping to a by (3). Hence, Ix^ is a single point, namely {b}. The result now follows by using (3) inductively.
Now we define a relation « on X by defining a « ß if Ia n /" is not empty.
Proposition 21. The relation « is an equivalence relation, and if a « ß, then either a = ß or there is an n such that a(m) = ß(m) for all m < n, a(n) / ß(n), a(n + l) = ß(n + l)= I, and a(m) = ß(m) = 0 for all m>n + 2.
Proof. For convenience, we write ak = a(k) and ßk -ß(k). Suppose a a ß and a ^ ß. Let az be the first coordinate where an ^ ßn, and suppose first that az = 1. Without loss of generality we may assume ax = 0. Then ßx = 1 and Ja a n Jp ß ,¿ 0. Since 7Q Q c 7a and 7^ ßcJß, the only possible common point of 7^ and 7^ 'is c. Since /(/"^ = J^' and f(Jßifij) = Jßi it follows that Ja and 7. both contain b = f(c). Hence a2 = ß2 = 1 . Thus c = c* and 701 n 7,, = {c}. Since also 701q n/,,» ^ 0, it follows by similar reasoning that a3 = ß3 = 0 and 7010 n 7110 = {c}. In fact, ak = ßk for all k>2. Let Xs1 denote the quotient space of X mod a . The equivalence class containing a is denoted by 5. If a a ß and a ^ ß , then 7a = /" = {/?} so that both /CT(a) and /CT(/?) contain f(p). Hence, 7ct(q) n 7CT(j8) is nonempty and so a (a) a cr(y?). From this it follows that the shift operator, a, factors through the quotient map; that is, a:2Za -► Ia defined by a(a) -a (a) is well defined and continuous. The topology on X* is generated by the total order < on Xd efined by 5 < ß if max(/CT) < min(Ip).
Let E = Ua€i^a = n^li Uq€i Ja with the induced topology from the real line. We define x = y if there is an a e X such that x, y e Ia. It follows from Proposition 21 that = is transitive, and hence, = is an equivalence relation. Further, if x = y, then (x, y) c E and z = x for every z e (x , y).
Consequently, the topology on the quotient space E mod =, denoted E~ , is generated by the total order x < y if whenever x, e x and yx e y we have x, < y,.
If x s y and x / y, then there is a unique 3 e X~ such that x, y e 7a . It follows from (5) that f(x) = f(y) = I ala) Hence for each x e E defining f(x) = f(x), we see that / is well defined from E~ to E~.
at ~ Si Ñ ow define T: Tí" -> X~ by T(x) = a whenever x e Ia . If x ^ y and y e Si x , then there is a unique a such that both x and y are in / . Consequently, T is well defined. Further, if a ^ ß but a -ß, then 7Q = /" = {p}.
-1 ä -Hence, Y (a) = p -{p} which shows that Y is one-to-one. Also, Y is order preserving, for if x < y, x e Ia, and y e Iß, then max(/Q) < min(/"). As T clearly maps onto X* we conclude that T is a homeomorphism. As a final remark we note that / is conjugate to a via the homeomorphism Y. This is because r_1 o a o r(x) = r_1 o d(a) = ia(a), where x e I . Also, for x e I f{x) = fix) = Io(a).
Theorem 22 below is a summary of this discussion.
Theorem 22. The function Y:E~ -» X" defined by Y(x) = a, where x e Ia, is a homeomorphism. Further, the following diagram commutes:
It should be noted that if a semiconjugacy was all that was desired then the above approach could be modified: instead of the quotient space E~ , only the set X of all endpoints of all Ia enters into the picture (cf. [C] ).
Finally, Theorem 22 enables us to use the structure of X to prove that the sufficient conditions considered earlier are necessary. (ii) / is turbulent if and only if there is a point x0 e I such that «(x0, f) is a convergent sequence.
The symbolic dynamics of Theorem 22 can be used to obtain other necessary conditions for a function to be turbulent. For example, we have the following result, which weakens the hypothesis of Proposition 2 in Chapter II of [C] from strictly turbulent to just turbulent.
Corollary 25. // / is turbulent, then there is a point x0 e I such that «(x0, /) is uncountably infinite, and for each positive integer m, contains a periodic point of period m or 2m.
Using Theorem 22, the proof of the corollary is identical to that of the aforementioned proposition in [C] and, as such, is omitted here. Instead, we give another result to further reveal the richness of possibilities for itineraries of the shift operator in the sequence space X. It follows, then, via Theorem 22 that the itineraries for any turbulent function enjoy an analogous richness. First, we establish some notation. A sequence which begins with a certain initial segment 5 and terminates with all O's is denoted by (sO), and a sequence which begins with az repeated copies of s and terminates in all O's is denoted by (snQ). If az e N, pn denotes the segment 0n 1, where N denotes the set of all the natural numbers.
Theorem 26. For every countable ordinal ß > 0 and every infinite subset ^cN, there exists a point s*(ß, A) = s* G X such that:
(1) Dß(oo(s\o)) = {(Ü)}. Now, suppose ß > 1, A = {nx, n2, ...}, and the theorem holds for all a < ß. As a first case we assume ß = y + 1 is an isolated ordinal. By the induction assumptions, there is an s' = s'(y, A) satisfying conditions (1) through (5) for the ordinal y and the set A. By condition (5) we can write s' = (Pm Pm • ■ •), where each m¡ e A . We define bk to be that segment of s' beginning with pm and ending with pm < , where k* is the first index larger than k with mk. > k . We define s*(ß,A) = s* = {Pnb^b^b^b^b^bfp^---).
Then, cû(s* , a) = {(pns):s e co(s , a) and az g N}.
As such, D((to*, a)) = co(s', a) which implies that Dß(co(s*,<7)) = D7(co(s',a)) = {(Ö)}.
The remaining conditions are easily verified.
The case when ß is a limit ordinal is slightly more complicated. Suppose that for each m, am < ß and that ß -lim,^^ am = ß. Partition A into countably many disjoint countable sets Am . Applying the induction assumptions, there are points s'm(am , Am) = s'm satisfying conditions (1) through (5). From condition (5) we can write s'm = (p™ p™ ■■■), where each p™ e Am . As in the isolated ordinal case we utilize certain segments of the s'm . Denote by bk that segment of s'm which begins with p™ and ends with p™ > , where k* is the first index larger than k with mk. > k . Now set s*{ß,Ä) = s* = (b\b\b\b\b22b\---).
From this definition it is easy to see that U^l, oe(s' > a) c w(s* > a) ■ We claim that these two sets are equal. To demonstrate this, let s0 e a>(s*, a), and suppose {<j"k(s*)} -► s0 . If s0 contains fewer than two l's, then s0 is in each set co(s*, o). Hence, we may assume that s0 contains two l's. We suppose that the first 1 occurs in the ;'th coordinate and that the second occurs in the (j + i)tb coordinate. It follows that s* contains the fixed segment lp; infinitely often. As each segment bk terminates in a block of at least k zeros followed by a lone one, we can conclude that there are infinitely many segments b™ which contain the subsegment \pi. However, \pi e Am for at most one index AAz, and it follows that there is a unique index, m0 , such that \pi e Am . From this it is easy to see that s0 has the form (OyS) for some nonnegative integer f and some s e cois' , a). Condition (2) implies that sn itself is in co(s' , a), and this completes the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 27. Let f.I -► / be turbulent and let a be a countable ordinal number.
Then there is a point xn e I such that Da(co(xa , f)) is a point.
Knowing that the existence of a unilaterally convergent «-limit set characterizes turbulent functions, it is interesting to see how a continuous function can be constructed, given information about the desired behavior of that function on a set which is a convergent sequence. We end this paper by giving such a construction.
Example 28. Let jj:Nu{0} -» N U {0} be such that p is onto, has no finite cycles other than p(0) = 0, and p~ (az) is finite for every n e N. Let {an:n = 1,2,...} be an arbitrary sequence of distinct points in the compact interval I converging to the point a0 e I\{an: n = 1, 2, ...}. Then there is a continuous function f.I -> / and a point x0e I such that «(x0, /) = {an: n -0, 1, ...} and f(an) = ap{n) for every n e N U {0}.
Proof. First, we describe a rather simple encoding idea. For an arbitrary countable discrete set {an:n e N} c /, we find sequences {an:n, k e N} such that (1) lim, 00a=an, (2) an -a'm only if az = aaz and k -i, and (3) if {az(} is unbounded and lim^^¿y = a for some sequence {aV(}, then a G {ö":az gN}\{û/i:az g N}. Now, suppose s:N -+ N satisfies the condition that s~ (n) is infinite for each az G N. We use s to define a surjection fs from {an:n, k e N} to itself as follows. For each az , writing s~ (az) as an increasing sequence, iml ' ml ' ml ' ■ ■ ■} ' anc* f°r each ^ > we define ri k, i+\ Uan) = aS(mkn+\y where i is the number of terms in the set {1, 2, 3, ... , mn} which map to s(aaz^ + 1 ) by s . For example, if 5 is the sequence {1,2,1,2,3,1,2,3, 4, ...}, then fs(ax) = a2 because "the sixth position 1 is the 3rd occurrence of 1 and the seventh position is 2, which occurs 2 times in the first six terms of 2 i 1 ?
the sequence s ". Similarly, fs(a3) = a4 , f(a2) = ax , and so on.
Now, under the hypothesis of Example 28, we illustrate how to find a correct encoding sequence 5: N -> N such that the corresponding function fs can be extended to a function we are looking for. As p has no finite cycles other than 0, for each pair of natural numbers aaz , M there is a finite sequence of natural numbers B™ = {bx, b2, ... ,bk} such that: Then using this s, one can show that the function fs defined on the set {an:n, k e N} can be extended to a function / which is defined and continuous on the set A = {an: n, k e N} u {an: n e N} u {a0} in such a manner that f(an) = a . . for all nonnegative integers az . As the set A is a closed subset of the compact interval /, the function / can be extended continuously to all of I by letting / be linear on those intervals contiguous to A (and constant on the end intervals if necessary). Finally, letting x0 = a\, we see that the conclusion of Example 28 follows.
